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Summary

Visual aesthetic has always played a vital role for the success of many products. This includes colours and glossiness and metal appearance which is often achieved using surface coatings. Present coating techniques do, however, have limitations. It is difficult to reach very bright and brilliant colours, colours tend to fade over time and many of the materials and coating technologies pollute and have other environmental problems. Beetles in nature have many of the desired properties: They have appealing brilliant colours and some even with metallic appearance. It is noticeable that the colours are long lasting as some of the beetles we have studied at the zoological museum are more than 200 years old and have colours and brightness as if they were still alive. Furthermore, the beetles in nature are part of sustainable ecosystems, which means that they are made from renewable materials that are broken down and recycled when the beetle dies. Beetles also possess another and very attractive property: Their metallic look originates from structures in organic materials which is both electrically and thermal insulating. The industrial perspective is to be able to manufacture products with attractive metallic surfaces that do not feel so cold to touch as their metallic counterparts and that do not represent an electrical shock hazard.

The present paper presents a cross disciplinary biomimetic review of research results that explain the materials and nanostructure in beetle shells and the mechanisms that generate them. The metallic and bright colours of beetle shells are structural colours deriving from at least two different internal shell structures with different light reflecting properties. One nano-structure is the multilayer stack which is composed of layered pairs with different refractive indices and it can reflect all colours of the spectrum. Another structure is the Bouligand structure that resembles cholesteric liquid crystals with a twist of layer directions reflecting circular polarized light. The colours of the transparent structures are structural colours caused by light interference. The shells are mostly made of cross linked chitin (a polysaccharid) and proteins. The basic ingredients of the structure are released by living epidermal cells in a fluid deposition zone where after they self assembly to a layered mesh. That the structure is formed by self assembly gives the hope that similar structures with the same optical properties also can be formed artificially without templates.

The paper also presents a review of existing applications with structural colours obtained by nano-structured surfaces and describes the goals for further research required in order to achieve industrially manufactured beetle-like surfaces with properties such as sustainability, aesthetics, insulation, durability etc.
Key-words: optical nanotechnology, aesthetics, biomimetics, sustainability.
1 INTRODUCTION

Some beetles and other insects exhibit brilliant and attractive colours and metallic reflectance (figure 1A). These optical phenomena are caused by the micro- and nanostructure in the hard insect shell also called the exoskeleton or the cuticle. The optical phenomena have been studied for more than a century, however, the idea to construct similar structures artificially is much more recent. With the advent of electron microscopy, detailed information about the microstructures of the cuticle has arisen.

![Image of beetle shells]

Figure 1. Colours and metallic sheen in beetle shells.
A. Two beetles with metallic green (*Sagra femorata*) and gold appearance (*Plusiotis resplendens*).
B. Blueshift seen for a *Dicranorrhina micans*. The colour changes from orange/yellow (left) at $\theta=10^\circ$ to bright green (right) for $\theta=35^\circ$.
C. Beetles showing a range of colours and appearances ranging from highly metallic to different degrees of matte sheen.

This paper presents the results from a comprehensive literature study. The goal has been to facilitate the understanding of the colour generating structure in beetles. The literature covers micro- and nanostructures not only in insect shells but also other arthropods like lobsters and crayfish. The whole insect cuticle including the wings is built from basically the same transparent material. Several different colour generating micro- and nanostructures in beetles and other insects are known e.g. surface ridges\cite{1,2,3}, micro lenses\cite{4,5,6} and photonic crystals\cite{7,8,9}. These structural colour generating features are often combined with pigment colours\cite{10,11} or sometimes with layers of other
high reflective crystals e.g. uric acid\[12\]. This present study focuses on the internal fibrous layered structures of the cuticle. We have also studied how the cuticle is formed, from the synthesis of chitin and protein in the epidermal cells to the formation of chitin crystals, over chitin fibrils and fibres to the final layout of the fibres in the cuticle.

Much of the work explaining the cuticle microstructure rely on interpretations of the empirical data, since the “units of colour generation” are sub microscopic. Electron micrographs are open for more than one interpretation and they only represent a small section of the complete cuticle and the chemical analysis by its nature often is structure destroying.

Despite the restraints of the analyses, two basic and different structural models have been identified to explain many of the interference colour phenomena seen:

1) The observed colour phenomena are caused by a multilayer structure with alternating high and low refraction indices. These structures do not change the orientation of polarized light.

2) The observed colour phenomena are explained by a “twisted” multilayer chitin rich structure. The chitin molecules are predominantly arranged helical (“Bouligand”) and behave similar to liquid crystals. These structures reflect circularly polarized light.

Both models can explain narrow band and broadband (metallic) reflection. The “twisted” Bouligand structures are used to explain why the golden beetle seen in figure 1A, can have a so-called optically active surface, which reflect and change the plane of polarized light. The multilayer structure does not rotate the polarization plane of the light, and is referred to as an optically inactive surface\[13\].

The 2 structures are both very regular and explain the high reflectivity. However, most insects with metallic appearance exhibit both specular metallic reflection and diffusive reflection. Kinoshita & Yoshioka\[14\] explains the phenomenon as a combination of regularity with irregularity within the structure. For beetles this can be a multilayer structure combined with irregular surface textures that breaks the flatness of the reflector.

A distinct feature of structural colours is their angle dependency. The observed colour changes dependent on the viewing angle. This is also called iridescence. A very regular structure will be strongly iridescent but the amount of iridescence will decrease when different types of irregularity are present in the structure. Irregularities could be that the layer thickness varies down through the structure or that the reflector is curved.

A natural question is why the beetles have such conspicuous appearance which seems far from the camouflage look of other insects. The iridescent and metallic coloured beetles are most common in the tropical rainforests of Southeast Asia, South America and Australia\[15\]. These forests are characterized of being very dark at the forest floor. It seems that there is an intense fight for light, materialized in elaborate multi species leaf ornamentation wherever light strikes. Within these forests light only comes in narrow and short lasting specs. Exactly this might be the reason why it is biological successful to have high reflecting colours. To avoid predators one technique is “flash colouration”. When a reflective beetle moves between light and dark, the result is a high visual contrast which confuses the predator. Of course it also helps to reflect the surroundings\[16\]. The
coloration of other beetles typically allows them “to disappear into their environment” by matching dominant colour patterns\[15\].

The survey presented in this paper is part of a present research project where the purpose is to understand the colour generating structures of beetles and to examine if it is possible to mimic such structures and make similar solutions artificially. The perspective is that such a new surface technology can compete with conventional painting and metal plating technologies and offer more brilliant and long lasting surfaces and be a more environmentally friendly solution. Since the beetles are recycled in the ecosystem they are part of, it seems likely that the same environmental performance can be achieved if similar materials and structures are used. The project will search for alternative coating principles and materials in order to obtain the vivid colour and metallic effects seen in the beetle exoskeleton.

A promising perspective is the replacement of traditional metal coating techniques like electro-plating, chemical plating, PVD and vacuum-metallization. All of these techniques apply thin layers of metal onto other substrates which can be polymers, ceramics and natural materials from plants or animals (e.g. cotton or leather). A consequence of metal plating is that the materials become much better electric and thermal conductors. Since the materials that will be used for the beetle inspired coating can be dielectric a perspective is that surfaces with metal appearance can be made electric and thermal insulating. This will open for a broad range of applications within everyday products, automotive, entertainment and communication devises and medical appliances.

The metal-look appearance is caused by a broad band specular spectral reflectance. Similar structures can reflect narrow-band light which can have larger reflectance than what can be achieved with pigment based colouration of surfaces. The perspectives are brighter colours and reduced material consumption for the coatings.

From an environment and resource view point a perspective is that raw materials can be obtained from chitin-rich waste products from the shell-fish industry, e.g. chitosan.

2 THE FORMATION OF THE CUTICLE AND ITS MICROSTRUCTURE

The beetle cuticle serves a number of purposes\[13,17,18,19\]. It acts as the very sophisticated and complicated integument that completely covers the insect’s body which has special barrier properties that not only protects its bearer from impact shock, but also from radiation and harmful micro organisms. It also forms the exoskeleton that gives stiffness and strength and serves as attachment site for muscles. Sense organs and fluid canals penetrate the cuticle and allows for exchange of signals and substances with the surrounding environment. The cuticle is produced layer by layer from various materials segregated by the underlying living epidermal cells\[13,20,21,22,23\]. The individual layers are modified over time causing changes in thickness, chemical composition and optical properties. Chitin is a dominant component in many of the layers, but the cuticle is a composite structure also including many other materials such as various proteins, melanin, lipids, and others.

The many layers in the beetle cuticle are normally described from their position in different sections as illustrated in figure 2. From the outside to the inwards the overall sections include the epicuticle, the exocuticle and the endocuticle. The later two are together also called the procuticle.
2.1 The epicuticle

The outermost part – the epicuticle – is defined by its position in the cuticle and the lack of chitin material. Materials include proteins, lipids, lipoproteins and dihydroxyphenols. Both the epicuticle and the exocuticle go through a tanning process after formation, which makes them stiffer and more chemically stable, and gives them an opaque brownish colour. The epicuticle is typically about 1-2 μm thick and consists of the outer epicuticle (also called the cuticulin) and the inner epicuticle. The epicuticle is covered with thin layers of wax and cement. While the epicuticle is generated before the ecdysis (the shell shift), the wax and cement layers are secreted after formation of the cuticle through the pore canals.[13,19,25].

The colour generating mechanism found in the epicuticle is a multilayer reflector with 5-8 layers of alternating electron dense and electron lucent layers with a unit-layer thickness of 60-160 nm.[25,26]. Schultz and Rankin[25] studied Tiger beetles of the genus Cicendela and distinguished the epicuticle layer from the chitinous procuticle chemically by its solubility in dilute KOH. Colours from different species varied between metallic brick red, iridescent blue-green and brown. Kurachi[26] studied leaf beetles Plateumaris sericea and identified the epicuticle as the colour producing layer by physical scratching and by comparing layer thicknesses from specimens with different colours. Colours from different specimens varied between blue, bronze and red. The observed colour of individual beetles changed little with changes in the angle of incidence (missing iridescence). It is proposed that this property is caused by the curvature of the small integuments and the corrugations and punctures of the beetle surface.

2.2 The exocuticle

The exocuticle is a fibrillar mesh of protein and chitin crystallites with relatively little fluid and is typically in the region of 100 μm thick. The chitin crystallites are arranged helicoidally throughout the exocuticle. The tanning and sclerotization (hardening) of the exocuticle distinguishes it from the endocuticle together with differences in the helical pitch and individual layer thickness[13,27].
Colour generating structures are found in the exocuticle by several studies.

Neville\textsuperscript{[13]} describes the study of *Heterorrhina africana* and *Heterorrhina elegans* which exhibits a uniform green colour. The exocuticle has a lamellar structure with alternating dark and light layers when seen in an electron microscope. Neville proposes that the reflector is a multilayer interference reflector based on the following argument. When a piece of elytral cuticle (part of the wing) for *H. africana* was plasticized in a boiling potassium hydroxide solution it swelled and the colour changed to red. When applying suitable pressure to the surface it produced a blue colour in the middle of the depression with colours grading through the spectrum up to red in the undeformed regions. Layer thickness was measured on the micrographs to 82 nm and 103 nm. Given the observed colour of 570 nm (viewed normally) refractive indices of 1.75 and 1.38 are calculated. Neville notice that the ratio in thickness of the 2 kinds of layers varies between 0.5 and 1.0 and wonder how this can explain the uniform green colour. Seen in the view of later findings this irregularity could be part of the explanation of the uniform colour.

Vigneron et.al\textsuperscript{[28]} describes a multilayer structure found in the ventral side of a wood boring beetle *Chrysochroa vittata* from the Buprestidae family causing a red colour changing to green in more grazing viewing angles. The layered structure is identified using SEM-microscopy and has 20 layers with a unit thickness of 204 nm. The layers are located in the outer exocuticle which propose a content of chitin. Based on an optical model the structure is proposed to be made from alternating thick layers of chitin (t=194 nm, n=1.56) and very thin layers of air (t=10 nm, n=1).

Parker et al.\textsuperscript{[29]} studied the elytra (the cover wings) of 2 different beetles namely a green *Calloodes grayanus* and a golden *Anoplagnathus parvulus* using both SEM and TEM electron microscopy. *C. grayanus* had 12 layers in the exocuticle each with a 200 nm thick and a 50 nm thin section. *A. Parvulus* had a so called chirped stack of layers with pair wise thicker layers in the top of the elytra and thinner layers in the bottom. The difference in layer thickness should result in the reflection of many different wavelengths giving the golden metallic appearance. The epicuticle was not structured in layers in either of the 2 beetles.

Mossakowski\textsuperscript{[30]} measured the elytral cuticle of a red and a green tiger beetle *Cicendela campestris* and the red and green striped buprestid beetle *Chrysochroa vittata* using TEM and SEM electron microscopy. The species show a bilayer thickness of 165 nm (green) and 190 nm (red). There were between 3 and 10 bilayers. *C. vittata* exhibits colour changes for different viewing angles while there is no colour change for *C. campestris*. The colour change is expected for structural colours, and the lack of this feature is explained by a scalloped structure of the surface. The observed colours can only be verified by calculations from the measured layer thicknesses if either very high refractive indices are used or if a shrinkage caused by preparation or electron beam of 10-15% is assumed.

Durrer\textsuperscript{[31]} studied the surface of the elytra of *Euchroma gigantea* L showing red and green structural colours. The structure is found to be 5 melamin layers which are 60-80 nm thick embedded in chitin at a regular distance at 60 nm. Refractive indices are estimated to 2 for melamin and 1.5 for chitin.

Caveney and Neville\textsuperscript{[11,12,32]} describe the study of *Plusiotis resplendens* that has the colour of burnished brass using TEM. The section responsible for the metal appearance has a thickness of 22 μm, including a single 1.8 μm thick layer and 95 thinner layers in the exocuticle. The apparent
layers are actually a helicoidal structure and a set of dark and light layers as seen in the micrographs equals a half turn (a half pitch) of the helix. *P. resplendens* reflects circular polarized light. Refractive index values were determined using a series of known refractive index fluids. Refractive indices for the birefringent helical structure are found to be 1,700 and 1,603.

2.3 The endocuticle

The endocuticle is a less dense matrix with relatively more fluid\[33\]. Before the ecdysis, chitin degrading (chitinolytic) enzymes are released into the endocuticle\[34\]. Apparently only the endocuticle is broken down and reabsorbed. The outer hardened parts (the exocuticle) are thrown away with the ecdysis\[13\].

Hinton\[35\] studied the golden tortoise beetle *Apistomorpha tecta*. The many layers (44x2) are placed immediately above the epidermis, which means in the endocuticle. *A. tecta* can change its colour when irritated from golden to reddish copper in about 2 minutes. Hinton explains the colour change by a changed liquid content in interference layers. A very little angle sensitivity is explained with the combination of many layers (44x2) and a high mean refractive index of the thin layer system.

Neville\[11\] follows up on Hintons study of *A. tecta*. He concludes that the reflective part of the cuticle is placed in the endocuticle for 2 reasons. Firstly are the metallic colours first seen after 3-4 days after adult emergence, indicating that the colour layers are deposited after ecdysis. Secondly is the brightness of the metallic colour reduced dramatically when the adult beetle is subjected to starvation. This can be caused by resorption of some of the endocuticular layers. *A. tecta* furthermore loses its metallic colour when it dies so museum specimens appear opaque brown.

2.4 Generation of the beetle cuticle

Insects surrounded by their stiff cuticle can only grow to a limited extent – and only inwards. The growth in size thus only takes a leap around the ecdysis period both for larval instars and sometimes adults. The insect grows by breaking and throwing of the old cuticle and filling out its new membranes to its new size. After this short period the shield gets continually stiffer until the next ecdysis\[13,18,27,36,37,38\].

The art of shell shift – ecdysis – is to be able to open up “the old suit” around all organs penetrating the cuticle and loosen its attachment to the underlying structures. This process involves hundreds of elements and is so difficult that several percent of the insects dies during ecdysis\[37\].

Before the ecdysis the insects change behaviour. They stop to feed and search sheltered places. They rest as the inner endocuticle dissolves. Then contractions begin and become rhythmical ending in the shedding of the old shield. Another period of rest follows as the new soft cuticle hardens and sometimes also gets its colours\[3,11\]. After this the insects feeds again\[18,37\].

Just before the ecdysis a new epicuticle is formed right over the epidermal cells. After the ecdysis, the new epicuticle becomes the outermost layer. The underside of this becomes the starting point of the new exocuticle\[13,37,38\].
Schultz and Rankin[39] studied the developmental changes in the interference reflectors of Tiger Beetles (Cicindela). Elytral cuticle was cut from the beetle at 3 stages of evolution: From the pupae 4 days before ecdysis, 12 h after the ecdysis and 14 days after the moult. The reflected colours were compared with the structures seen in TEM electron micrographs. After ecdysis the white elytra gradually darkened and displayed first a distinctive violet hue that later changed to blue and green. The colour generating structure was located to the epicuticle which had a fully developed layer structure before ecdysis. However, the thickness of the layers increased after ecdysis just as the electron density. It is assumed that the epicuticular layers hold a precursor that is converted to a more electron dense substance by segregation of an enzyme via the pore canals.

The material for the formation of the cuticle is made by the epidermal cells and released into the fluid of the lower endocuticle where it is assumed that all following structuring to a 3 dimensional architecture occur as a process of self assembly[40]. However, if there is no coordinated growth between the fluid and chitin assembly into “broad cables” the whole matrix formation becomes disrupted with no regular formation of layers[18,41].

In many beetles the horizontal borders of each of the epidermal cells, at the time of epicuticle formation, can be seen as corresponding polygons on the surface of the cuticle. These polygons are often hexagonal and are usually 7-20 μm wide[2]. The surface of each epidermal cell is highly folded resulting in numerous papillary structures or finger like protrusions called microvilli. These further seems to be arranged in an ordered fashion[42,43] securing an even production of e.g. chitin crystals to the fluid space between the microvilli and the underside of the above lying cuticle[18]. The microvilli might even be arranged in small groups of about 19-25 protrusions. It may therefore produce the same number of chitin chains simultaneously that together forms the so called chitin crystals[44] (figure 3). These crystals are wrapped with protein[45,46] – and as such they form a new entity – long threads also called nanofibrils with a diameter of approximately 5-6 nm and a length of about 300 nm[44,47]. According to Neville[48] all crystals of a cuticle layer of an insect will always have the crystals ordered with regard to a main orientation. Neville further calls the typical structure of the adult beetle endocuticle for “pseudo-orthogonal”. In this structure layers with parallel crystals and oriented at an angle of about 90° are connected by approximately a quarter-turn of a helix.
The theory that the formation of the cuticle is a process of self assembly gains strength by the fact that a) its structure in no way resembles the microvilli surface of the epidermal cells and therefore can not function as a template. b) the nanofibrils behave as cholesteric crystals forming layers with a twist of each successive layer. The nanofibrils might cluster further together in chitin-protein fibres which have a diameter of 50-300 nm as in crabs and crayfish and arranged in a 3 dimensional branched network\cite{47,50,52}. c) In a laboratory test collagen self-assembles into cholesteric liquid crystals\cite{53,54}. d) In a laboratory test chitin self-assembles into nano-spheres\cite{55}.

It has been suggested that the layers is a result from a continuous production – the so called Weis-Fogh screw carpet model. Several microvilli might be arranged in a super compartment with “a central rotational axis”\cite{56}. The production of chitin crystals first assemble spontaneous into fibres\cite{18,36,57} that then adhere to the underside of the epicuticle. As more fibres are produced they first form a continuous sheet that then turns into spirals with one or several arms and as one turn is filled up the production just continues sub ducted the earlier produced fibres\cite{57,58,59}. However, these hypotheses have not been verified.
2.5 Empirical evidence is not without ambiguity

Many of the micrographs of beetles and other arthropods show apparently separate layers within the exocuticle. The micrographs are found using various types of electron microscopy, especially Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM). Both types are open for more interpretations and preparation and the microscopy itself can introduce changes to the substrate. Both techniques require a cross section of the substrate and a sample must therefore first be broken or cut. A fragile fracture can be made by cooling the sample in floating nitrogen and a microtome can provide both vertical and oblique cuts.

SEM requires a conductive surface which normally is achieved by coating with a thin layer of gold. This means that only the surface topology is seen and that different materials will look the same. The resolution means that details smaller than 10 nm are difficult to see.

TEM also applies a vacuum and the electron beam can affect the substrate. Transparent samples must be treated to reveal any structural elements before going into the microscope. The samples are normally treated with “electron dense dyes” which can adhere to the different structural elements e.g. different proteins. For transmission electron micrograph they are treated chemically and often stained[13,60].

Chitin is chemically very stable[61] and is therefore typically not receptive to the staining. It will appear white in the micrographs where individual chitin rods are seen. Stained protein appears dark. But when chitin is joined with proteins in a fibril mesh, it is dependent on the specific colouring agent binding to the mesh proteins, whether the chitinous layer appears white or black. A section stained with electron dense material e.g. osmium would be expected to bind to the structural proteins, and if the sample further is washed prior to micro photographing, only the structural mesh is seen as black. White areas could then be layers mostly consisting of water with some proteins. But the sample preparation and micro photographing could alter the microstructure of a sample e.g. water is known to evaporate during electron bombardment and the thickness of watery layers are insecure[29,60,61]. As the measured layer thicknesses on the micrographs are crucial for the interpretation of which colours could be reflected a natural question therefore is if we can be certain on the interpretation of the empirical evidence.

Some authors find that dimensions found in the TEM microscopies can only match the optical calculations if shrinkage of 10-15 % is assumed[30,32]. This shrinkage is presumed to be caused by the preparation procedure and the electron beam. Schultz[25] tested this hypothesis on tiger beetles of the genus Cincindela, but found no shrinkage. After preparation the samples showed unchanged structural colour and bi-layer thicknesses were similar in SEM and TEM microscopies.

Another source to uncertainty is the chemical identification of substances. Richards[62] describes methods for detection and estimation of chitin. One conclusion is that a positive test result is fairly certain, but a negative result does not prove the absence of chitin.

2.6 The cuticle materials

The material in the beetle cuticle is often referred to as chitin, but the cuticle is more complex where the most abundant constituents are, water, proteins, chitin and sometimes crystals of calcium and uric acid[13,20,21,22,24,36,38,63,64].
Chitin recently has become a substance of much scientific investigation\cite{65,66,67}. In the insect cuticle it has been compared to the rods of armoured concrete\cite{44}. Chitin is a union of mono sugars with both an amine and a carbonyl group and bound together through covalent bonding. The sugar makes long strings and can have a molecular weight of between 30 000 and 160 000 dependent of how many “single” sugar units there are. In micro fibrils the individual chitin molecules are stabilized by hydrogen bonds between their side groups\cite{43,44}.

Chitin is the second most common biological substance. It is found in invertebrates; in worms, arthropods, molluscs and in “lower” plants such as mushrooms, algae and lichens. The yearly production in the hydrosphere has been estimated to $1.361 \times 10^9$ ton\cite{68}. In insects chitin is not only found in the cuticle, but also in other surfaces that topologically is in contact with the outside world, e.g. the lining of the respiration system (the trachea) and of the digestive system (the peritrophic matrix)\cite{23,69,70}.

The Proteins of the cuticle are very diverse and more than 100 different proteins are found\cite{20,71,72}.

After formation of the fibril mesh work crystals of calcium or uric acid can be incorporated in the structure and change its physical properties\cite{73}. In crabs and crayfish a substantial part of the cuticle is calcium crystals which give the structure enhanced stiffness\cite{47,52}. In some of the scarabaeid beetles’ uric acid is a part of the colour generating structure enhancing the reflectivity. In *Plusiotis Optima* and *Plusiotis resplendens* uric acid accounts for respectively 0.6 and 0.7 volume fraction of the exocuticle\cite{12}.

3 THE OPTICALLY INACTIVE MULTILAYER CUTICLE STRUCTURE

One explanation of the colours and the reflections from beetles is that they result from interference from multiple thin layers\cite{74}. Thin layers do not change the orientation of polarized light and is therefore referred to as optically inactive\cite{13}. Multilayer structures require alternating layers with two different optical indices. This can be achieved either with two different materials or with a single material where the content of water or liquid is different in alternating layers.

The multiple thin layers can be seen in many of the transverse cuticle micrographs from beetles as separate dark and light layers located in the epicuticle and the exocuticle\cite{6,11,13,17,25,26,29,30}. Similar layers are also found in other insects\cite{13,42,60,61,75}. In the tiger beetle *Cicindela campestris* (green) and the buprestid beetle *Chrysochroa vittata* (red and green stripes) the colour generating sections are 1-2 μm thick (Mossakowski 1979). In the tortoise beetle *Aspidomorpha tecta* (brass-golden) the thickness of the colour generating sections is about 9 μm.

3.1 Thin layer interference

The colours seen from reflection from thin layers are caused by interference\cite{14,76,77}. The incident white light will interfere constructively in a thin film and cause that the spectrum of the reflected light will be different showing a peak for a certain wavelength matching the film material and thickness. The angle of incident light determines the path a ray travels through a thin film or a multiple layer stack. Therefore interference colours are angle sensitive and thin layer interference is said to exhibit a blue shift where shorter wavelengths are reflected for grazing incidence as shown in figure 1B.
Maximum reflectivity is achieved in a so-called ideal multilayer stack where pairs of thin layers of 2 materials a and b are placed on top of each other. In an ideal multilayer stack the optical thickness for each layer is equal to a \( \frac{1}{4} \) wavelength and therefore \( d_an_a = d_bn_b \) where \( d_a \) and \( d_b \) are the layer thicknesses and \( n_a \) and \( n_b \) the refractive indices. If the stack is placed on a substrate of higher refractive index the reflected colour can be estimated from

\[
2(d_an_a \cos \theta_a + d_bn_b \cos \theta_b) = h \lambda,
\]

where \( \theta_a \) and \( \theta_b \) the angle from normal, \( h \) an integer and \( \lambda \) the wavelength of the reflected light\(^{[14,76,77]}\).

For normal incidence in an ideal multilayer stack the formula can be expressed as

\[
4d_an_a = h \lambda.
\]

This indicates that layer thickness for the ideal multilayer stacks is in the range of 60-120nm for chitin materials with a refractive index around 1.5. For higher refractive index the layer thickness can be smaller, e.g. for \( n = 2.0 \) the thickness range is as low as 50-90nm. For non-ideal multilayer stacks the layer thickness can be different from this, but reflectivity will be lower.

2 different methods are used to calculate the reflectivity from multilayer structures. The first method is described by\(^{[76,77,78,79]}\) and is emphasized for its simpler mathematics. It is however restricted to stacks consisting of regularly repeated sequence of layers.

For an ideal multilayer stack the reflectivity can be estimated from the formula below. The reflectivity is the ratio between the reflected and the incident light intensity. \( n_a \) and \( n_b \) are the refractive indices for the 2 different types of layers in the stack and \( p \) the number of double layers. For other wavelengths than the ideal the reflectivity is smaller.

\[
R^2 = \left( \frac{1 - \left( \frac{n_a}{n_b} \right)^{2p}}{1 + \left( \frac{n_a}{n_b} \right)^{2p}} \right)^2
\]

When the 2 refractive indices are similar in size a larger number of layers are required in order to achieve high reflectivity. For example is 60 pairs of layers required to get about 90% reflectivity when \( n_a = 1.5 \) and \( n_b = 1.6 \). If the difference between the two refractive indices are larger only fewer layers a required. 90% reflectivity can be reached when \( n_a = 1.5 \) and \( n_b = 2.0 \) for only 13 pair of layers.

The other method called the transfer matrix method is described by\(^{[80,81]}\). Steinbrecht et.al\(^{[61]}\) use the matrix method to calculate the reflectivity from a multilayer stack for normally incident light. They further compare the calculated reflectivity with the measured reflectivity of a number of beetle species. Three of the conclusions drawn are: 1) a stack with equal thick layers gives narrow band reflection, whereas a stack with changing layer thickness (also called chirped) gives a more broad band reflection, 2) the calculated reflectivity gives a much more “noisy” curve than the measured 3)
the total calculated reflectivity is higher than the measured. The natural multi layer structures have irregularities which are known to scatter and absorb part of the light. In the computed spectra, reflectance reaches 100% for wavelengths larger than 550 nm, while it only reaches between 70-90% in measured spectral curve.

Vigneron et al. [28] describes a simplified method for determining the dominant wavelength for a multilayer reflector with 2 alternating different layers. The method assumes an infinite multilayer stack and a little refractive index contrast. \( \lambda \) is the wavelength, \( a \) is the thickness of the 2 different layers \( l_1 + l_2 \), \( \overline{n} \) is the average refractive index, \( \theta \) is the angle from normal and \( m \) is an integer.

\[
\lambda = \frac{2a\sqrt{\overline{n}^2 - \sin^2 \theta}}{m}, \text{ for normal incidence: } \lambda = \frac{2an}{m}
\]

The method confirms the empirical experience that thicker layers result in longer reflected wavelengths. It furthermore shows that a typical layer thickness (a) for visual colours is in the order of 100 – 200 nm, all though also thinner layers are possible.

In connection with interference phenomena several authors have shown pictures of cuticle sections with seemingly clearly separated layers [11,13,28,29,32,61,77]. By assigning different optical indices to these layers it is possible to calculate bandwidth and colour shifts.

Figure 4 is a TEM-picture [35] that shows a vertical cut of the golden beetle *Aspidomorpha tecta*. The black “lines” are the fixed protein-chitin rich layers - sometimes called D-layers for dense - and the white “lines” are water rich layers – referred to as C-layers for clear [61]. The thickness of the D layers is almost constant, whereas the C layers gradually gets thinner inward. The outermost C and D layer pairs are formed at first and therefore it is reasonable that long waves are the ones first reflected as the beetle cuticle develops. The beetle should start as red and then become more orange, yellow and brighter as more short wavelength layers develop.
According to Neville\textsuperscript{11} \textit{Aspidomorpha tecta} turns yellow before any metallic colours appear 3 to 4 days after the final ecdysis. If the live beetle is provoked some of its surface changes colour from gold to red in about two minutes. Such a change can also be achieved by soaking pieces of dead cuticle in pH buffered solutions. As proteins often change charge with change in pH, it is likely that some of the proteins’ ability to bind water in \textit{Aspidomorpha tecta} is affected. An uptake of more water makes the distance between the layers larger and thus result in a colour change towards the long red waves. As the pH change must be induced by the living cells at the bottom of the stack, it is reasonable to presume that the lower layers are more perceptible or at least first reacting.

There is a big difference in the constituents of multi layered stacks in beetles. It is known that some loses their colours when they die and dry up\textsuperscript{82}. Some will regain their colours if the cuticle is wetted\textsuperscript{11,83}. Others keep their colours after death. The difference can be explained based on where the colour generating structure is placed. If it is part of the epicuticle or the exocuticle, colours remain after death, since the structure is fixed. If the structure is part of the endocuticle, colours are lost after death. The reason is that the endocuticle is not hardened, and has a higher water content which is lost when the insect dies.

Neville\textsuperscript{48} has shown that the protein-chitin fibres in locust exocuticle are structured differently during the day and night cycle. In the daytime all the layers have fibres oriented in the same
direction while in the night time they form so-called Bouligand structures (see later). Professor in biochemistry S.O. Andersen⁸⁴ believes that this can be caused by the production of different proteins in the day and night cycle.

3.2 Optical parameters

Figure 5 shows a layered structure in the green shell of the beetle *Heterorrhina elegans*¹³. An interpretation of figure 5 could be that we have a multi-layer reflector, where the white areas are the watery layers (C) and the black areas the chitinous or dense layers (D). All D and C layers are even in thickness and this should give a narrow band reflector. Assuming that the reflector is an ideal multilayer and the reflected light in the normal direction is measured to 570nm refractive indices can be calculated to 1,75 and 1,38. Even though these indices are possible they are different from what one would expect. It seems likely that the reflector is not an ideal stack.

Figure 5. Electron micrograph of a section cut vertically through the optically inactive layers in the elytron (cover wing) of *Heterorrhina elegans* (beetle)¹³. The cuticle reflects green colours. With kind permission of Springer Science and Business Media.
Typical refractive indices for beetle cuticle seem to be around 1.56. Layers with water or air content could be lower and if tanning or other materials are present a higher refractive index can be found. Land[77] makes optical calculations on different layered structures. For fish scales he uses a refractive index n=1.83 for guanin and n=1.33 for water. For insects n=1.56 for chitin and n=1.0 for air is used. Steinbrecht et al. [61] has measured the optical properties for golden and silver butterfly pupae (Euploea core and Amauris ochlea) and found over 70% reflectivity for light from 550 to 800 nm. There are up to 250 layers. The refractive indices where measured to 1.58 and 1.37. The high index layers have a constant thickness while the low index layers vary in thickness with the thickest layers in the middle. When thin sections of the cuticle are peeled of the resulting colour is changed towards shorter wavelengths. Vukusic et al. [42] reports findings from the bright green dorsal iridescence of the hindwings of Neurobasis chinensis chinensis males (a damselfly). A laminar structure is responsible and 3 refractive indices are found: 1.47, 1.68 and 1.74.

Vigneron et al. describe the study of a Chrysochroa vittata[28] and Hoplia coerulea[84]. Based on SEM-pictures of Chrysochroa vittata they conclude that the optical reflector probably is a multilayer reflector with 20 layers. Their hypothesis is that layers of chitin with a thickness of about 200 nm alternate with very thin layers (10 nm) of air. It is however not possible to verify the air layer using SEM. An artificial multilayer structure was made based on the findings using SiO and Nickel. It reflects similar colours as the beetle. Structures with alternating layers of air and chitin are known from butterflies. However, here the colour generating structures are not internal but a result of a folding of the surface of their scales (“sculpted multilayers”) [6,86,87].

4 THE OPTICALLY ACTIVE BOULIGAND CUTICLE STRUCTURES

Another architecture that can explain the colours and the reflections from beetles is the helical so-called Bouligand structures[88]. These structures change the orientation of polarization and are therefore referred to as optically active[13].
Figure 6. Three-dimensional model of the cholesteric organization. Superimposed cards represent equidistant and parallel planes. On each card the molecular orientations of fibres are represented as parallel lines, their direction rotating by a small and constant angle from one plane to the other. A 180° rotation of the molecular directions defines the half helicoidal pitch (P/2).

Bouligand structures have the same general arrangement as cholesteric liquid crystals as shown in figure 6. The layers are formed by long threadlike chiral molecules. Within each layer all threads lie parallel, but because of the chirality the layers have a twist to each other with regard to thread orientation (director). A total rotation of the director of the layers through 360° is called the pitch[89]. The term cholesteric now refers to this kind of structures because it was first found in connection with cholesteryl derivates[32]. It is also called a helicoidal structure[32,48].

From a biomimetic point of view the Bouligand structures are interesting since each layer in the stack is made from the same material. The threads in the layers are birefringent. Hodgkinson et. al.[90] describes an optical model for the reflection from the manuka beetle Pyronota festiva. Here the refractive index in the direction of the thread is higher than in directions perpendicular to this. The structure reflects circular polarized light of the same handedness as the helicoid and transmits circular polarized light with the opposite handedness.

Circular polarized light is a helical 3-d wave that can be modelled as two plane polarized waves perpendicular to each other on the same trajectory. It is circular when the two planes are ¼ wavelength out of phase. A right circular polarized wave turns into a left, when one of the two
planes is pushed ½ wavelength. When two circular polarized waves with opposite rotation follow the same trajectory, they turn into a plane polarized wave\textsuperscript{[91]}.

By convention the helical twist of light and structures are named different. A left circular twist in a structure like a beetle cuticle means that successive layers seen from the surface rotate counter clockwise. Light following the same counter clockwise path down through the structure is called right circular polarized\textsuperscript{[48,91,92]}. When white light is incident on a surface of a left helicoidal Bouligand structure (parallel to the twist) selective reflection takes place and only left circular polarized light is reflected, whereas right circular light is transmitted\textsuperscript{[12,13]}. Moreover, contrary to usual experience, the reflected wave has the same sense of circular polarization as that of the incident wave (in opposition to a circular polarized wave reflected in a mirror)\textsuperscript{[93]}. Most beetles and other arthropods have a left circular structure\textsuperscript{[48]}.

4.1 Arched patterns

In the beginning of the last century a number of scientists compared the colour generating mechanisms of beetles and cholesteric liquids crystals and found them to be similar. In 1924 Gaubert compared the optical properties of adult beetles in the family Scarabidae with cholesteric liquid crystals\textsuperscript{[32]}, but the 3-d structure of the beetle cuticle could not be resolved. When electron micrographs emerged the picture became more confused as most pictures of the beetle cuticle showed a complicated mesh of arcs. However, that the arced patterns typically observed in cells and tissues of biological systems, did not result from authentic curved filaments, but originated from the successive molecular orientations found in layers is credited to Bouligand (figure 7)\textsuperscript{[54]}. This is also called twisted plywood arrangements\textsuperscript{[49]}.

Figure 7. Model illustrating helical Bouligand structure. The left picture illustrates the arcs seen in micrographs of oblique cut sections. The dark square in the picture at right shows where the cut out is made.

Helicoidal structures are found in a lot of natural structures. Figure 8 shows a structure from a grasshopper. The super arrangement of molecules gives optical properties totally different from those of the individual constituent molecules namely selective reflection of circularly polarized light and a rotary power about a thousand times greater than that of an ordinary optically active substance\textsuperscript{[95]}. The rotary power is a measure of how much the analyser has to be twisted to extinguish light when a sample with a given thickness is placed between crossed polars. The rotary power is used as a standard measure in both chemistry and geology.
Bouligand stressed that the direct relationship between the cholesterics and the Bouligand structure strongly suggest that biological macro-molecules with this organization first go through a stage as liquid crystals\cite{59,88}. The major component of a lot of nanoscale super structures seen in the nature can be described as long threadlike molecules e.g. cellulose, chitin and collagen\cite{49}. Recent advances in the understanding of the molecular structure and that Bouligand structures are found in some arthropod cuticles\cite{51,52}, fish scales\cite{94,95,96}, bones\cite{97,98,99}, wooden structures\cite{100}, bacterial cell walls\cite{101} and liquid crystals\cite{93,102,103,104,105} points towards that there is a general principle governing the formation of all these structures. Super structures formed by an assembly of nanoscale chiral threads in fluids often behave in similar fashion with respect to light regardless their chemical composition.

4.2 **Self-assembly**

It has been demonstrated that three-dimensional fibril assemblies implies a liquid crystalline ordering of molecules prior to organization of crystals into microfibres and fibres. Belamie et al.\cite{53} and Giraud-Guille et al.\cite{54} demonstrate that laboratory suspensions of collagen actually can self-assemble into a Bouligand structure, going through an isotrophic phase and a cholesteric phase. In the last phase individual molecules also assemble into fibrils\cite{54,106,107}. When collagen molecules artificially are mixed into solutions they can achieve a progressive spontaneous order. Successive geometrical arrangements, due to molecular alignment, undulation and twist, are reached as long as the liquid crystalline state (thus the ability of molecules to move one next to the other) is maintained. Samples appear at first isotropic, with molecules in a disordered state. This results in total extinctions of light when a sample is placed between crossed polars. A new phase then appears due to the parallel alignment of monomers (nematic order), inducing a uniform birefringence. As the concentration increases, by solvent evaporation, precholesteric textures transform into fingerprint patterns typical of cholesteric liquid chrystals\cite{54}. In a laboratory test\cite{55} it is demonstrated that when chitin or chitosan from crab shell waste where allowed to form a colloidal
suspension and their electrostatic characteristics where manipulated altering the pH small spheres could form. These form by self assembly and could have a cholesteric liquid crystalline structure. The method of manipulating the pH could be a kind of “remote control” method used by arthropods in the formation of helicoids in the cuticle.

The arrangements of “long chiral molecules” in cholesteric liquid crystals and the Bouligand structure is the same. Cholesteric liquid crystals are characterized by absence of positional order and by long range orientational order of the long molecular axes[93]. However in the Bouligand structure, the freedom of the individual molecules is restricted. In arthropods the constituents of the cuticle changes constitution due to the processes of sclerotization and tanning, which used for arthropods, refer to the processes by which the cuticler structure is made stiffer, less soluble, more resistant to degradation, and often darker. The generally accepted theory is that cuticler proteins are cross-linked by reaction with quinines [38] and catechols[108].

4.3 Reflection in a helicoidal structure

When white light is incident on a surface of a helicoidal structure (parallel to the twist) selective reflection takes place. The wavelengths of the reflected maxima are varying with the angle of incidence in relation to the crystal plane (not in relation to the normal of the plane) in accordance with Bragg's law[32],

\[ \lambda = 2Sn \sin(\nu), \]

where \( \lambda \) is the wavelength of colour, observed at an angle \( \nu \) to the surface in a system of planes of refractive index \( n \). S is the distance between planes where the threads are parallel or in other words half a pitch. The largest reflectivity for a given colour is obtained when the optical thickness of a half pitch is equal to the wavelength of the colour. Thus the Bouligand system also is referred to as a \( \frac{1}{2} \) wave interference system[89]. In a layered structure with many pitches each pitch gives the reflection of one wavelength. The intensity of a given colour increases with the number of pitches reflecting the wavelength of the colour[82,90]. Some beetles e. g. tiger beetles have different stacks of pitches all over their cuticle resulting in pointillistic mix of colours[6,90,109].
Figure 9 shows a micrograf of a vertical cut through the optically active helicoidal layers in the elytra of *Potosia Speciosissima* that exhibits green to bronze interference colours$^{[13]}$. The distance between white (or black) stripes increases a little from the top to the bottom of the micrograph from app. 165 to 200 nm. With a refractive index of $n = 1.525$ this corresponds to optical paths and colours of respectively 505 nm (bluegreen) and 610 nm (orangered). Thus with more than 30 half-twists this should give a metallic sheen with an intermedient hue of the previous mentioned colours. Polishing the beetle cuticle has long been used to identify the position of specific colour reflecting layers e.g. Lord Rayleigh$^{[74]}$. A polishing experiment of the shown beetle cuticle changed the colour appearance from bronze to yellow to red. When tilting the samples unpolished bronze went deep green and red polished areas went yellow to apple green.

For a beetle with a helicoidal structure the colours change towards shorter wavelengths (i.e. the yellow becomes green, green becomes blue etc.) as the angle of viewing is increased relative to a direction normal to the whole cuticle surface$^{[90]}$.

When viewed between crossed polaroids from any direction perpendicular to the axis of rotation, there will be retardation maxima altering with retardation minima for every $180^\circ$ rotation$^{[89]}$. The system will give the appearance of lamella, with two lamellae per $360^\circ$ rotation of plane of anisometric units: a complete rotation of $360^\circ$ is the pitch of the system.
Insects have Bouligand structures in general. Among beetles the Scarabaidae are known to have these in the outer light reflecting layers resulting in interference colours of left circular polarized light. However *Plusiotis resplendens* (shown in figure 1A) is remarkable since it reflects both left and right circular polarized light. Figure 10 shows an electron micrograph by Neville and Caveney\(^{12,13}\) of an oblique cut through the optically active reflecting layer in the outer exocuticle of *Plusiotis resplendens*. The phenomena is explained in the following way. A layer of unidirectional oriented chitin crystalites (u) is sandwiched between two helicoidal layers (h1, h2). The thickness of the whole optical layer is measured to 22 μm. Left circular polarized light (LCP) is reflected from the h1 layers, whereas right circular polarized light (RCP) goes through h1, is retarded about half a wavelength through u which turns it left circular. This then gets reflected in h2 changed again through u to RCP an transmitted through h1 to the surface. The whole construction thus reflects both LCP and RCP.
5 EXISTING AND BIOMIMETIC APPLICATIONS

In this chapter we describe a number of structural colour applications similar to those found in nature. We furthermore look at what can be learned from the colouring mechanisms in beetles and their production in order to mimic this in man made materials and products. Our focus is primarily on aesthetic surfaces which can be mass produced at low cost.

5.1 Existing structural colour applications

Single layer interference surfaces are found a number of places. Kikuti et. al.\textsuperscript{[110]} describe three different chemical and electrochemical surface treatments of stainless steel resulting in single layer metal-oxide films with interference colours. Layer thickness was measured to between 70 and 400 nm. Colours span most of the spectrum depending on the coating thickness. Apart from the colouring effect does the treatment for thin coatings improve the pitting corrosion resistance.

Similar oxide films can be seen in Japanese coloured stainless steel cutlery\textsuperscript{[111]} and in stainless steel facade elements\textsuperscript{[112]}. The phenomena is also seen – unwanted - on stainless steel cooking equipment caused by oxidation from the gas-fire. The advantage of these surfaces is that they are hard and lasting – the thin oxide film do not fade. Among disadvantages is their sensitivity to other coatings, which can change their optical properties. For example do fingerprints change the reflected colour.

Cathell\textsuperscript{[113]} describes how colour-based metal detectors can be made using very thin layers of alginate biopolymer. Alginate can be produced from algea and are applied to silicon wafers using spincoating. The thin layer of alginate is made water-stable using cross linking with calcium. The wafers have a distinct structural colour that changes when exposed to different metal-ions.

Weber et al.\textsuperscript{[114]} describes the development of multilayer polymer films that function as high reflective mirrors. The films are commercially available and can be used for piping visible light over large distances as well as a number of other applications. The mirrors can be made largely insensitive to polarization effects by controlling where the Brewster angle appears. They are made from a large number of layers of PMMA and birefringent polyester.

Iohara et. al.\textsuperscript{[14,115]} describes a textile inspired by a Morpho butterfly. The textile filaments are made of polyester and have a flattened shape of thickness 15–17 $\mu$m, in which 61 layers of polyamide and polyester with a thickness of 70–90 nm are incorporated. The reflector stack is covered with a thicker coating of polyester. The reflectors can be aligned in the textile due to the flat shape of the filament resulting in better reflectivity. The textile reflects a single metallic colour that changes depending on the viewing angle. Colours from red to blue can be obtained by adjusting the layer thickness. Applications considered are textiles for apparel, curtains, car-cloth and short-cut fibres for car-paint.

Srinivasarao\textsuperscript{[92]} describes how they produced a cholesteric liquid crystal material similar to the beetle structure. This was done by mixing a commercial nematic liquid crystal with a chiral dopant. By changing the amount of dopant the pitch of the helicoidal structure could be controlled and hence the colour of the reflected light. The purpose was to convey optical measurements on reflectance spectra on structures similar to those found in beetles.
Heinlein & Kasch\cite{116} describes a commercial available paint pigment that has similar optical properties as a rose beetle. The pigment has a pronounced angular dependence, and the resulting paint will therefore have a different colour, e.g. change from red to green, depending on the viewing angle. The pigments are small platelets made from organosilicone material and are typically about 35 μm wide. The material is a nematic liquid crystal doped with a chiral agent resulting in a helicoidal layered structure. The pigments are transparent and the resulting colours are interference colours. The pigments must be applied to a dark light absorbing background for the colour change effect to be distinct.

5.2 Biomimetic applications

Biomimetic design can either directly copy a design principle found in nature or it can develop new design principles with inspiration from nature\cite{117}. A well known example of the former is the development of the Velcro fastener. When developing aesthetic pleasing surfaces it is more likely that the designs are more loosely inspired by the natural origin, and do not stick to the exact same structures and basic materials. An example is the beetle like surfaces made by Vigneron et al.\cite{28} using SiO and Nikkel for the alternating layers instead of chitinous ingredients.

Seen from the industrial designer’s and the material designer’s point of view there are a number of important findings in the study of optical phenomena in beetles. The most obvious is the diversity of colours and visual effects that can be produced by the beetles as illustrated in figure 1C. This includes the colour itself which can be narrow band or broadband contributing to differences in the perceived colour. The directionality of the reflection determines whether the surface is perceived as metallic or more diffuse. Angle dependency and colour change also varies a lot. The interference colours are sometimes combined with pigments and with different colour backgrounds. Al in al is a study of the diversity of the visual effects a valuable source for inspiration to new visual appearances in man made products.

More specifically are beetle shells a valuable inspiration for the technical design of the reflectors, i.e. the number and thickness of layers and their organisation. Similar inspiration can be found for pitch variations and number of spirals in helicoidal Bouligand structures. The natural reflectors also give insight into concrete materials and material combinations and the following refractive indices. Another very important issue is the control of iridescence. Nature shows us that it is possible to tune the iridescence from constant colour to all degrees of gradually or sudden angle dependent colour change. These phenomena are often achieved through varying types of irregularities. Beetle shells also serve as inspiration for how to control polarization and thereby combinations of transparency reflectivity.

Apart from an understanding the material structure itself are beetle shells a source for insight into possible techniques for manufacturing the structures. The combination of self-assembly and control which makes both the production of multilayer and Bouligand structures possible is difficult to study but never the less a valuable information source.
6 CONCLUSION

Beetles in nature have several properties that are desired in industrial products: They have appealing brilliant colours and some look like made of metal. Colours and metal look comes from surfaces with 3-dimensional duple curvature. The colours are very long lasting – they can last several hundred years. Furthermore are beetles made from renewable materials that can be broken down and recycled when the beetle dies. Beetles also possess another very attractive property: Their metallic look originates from structures in organic materials which are both electrically and thermal insulating.

The spectacular colours and metallic sheen seen in beetles are well described in the literature. They originate from the internal micro- and nanostructure of the cuticle. The cuticle of the living beetles is a complex with hundreds of components, but the major and fibrous structural components of the cuticle form rather simple superstructures. Further it seems that the same superstructures can be reached rather independent of the exact chemical composition of the ingredients. This paper has examined two of the structures, namely, a layered structure and a helicoidal Bouligand structure which both can explain the emerging structural colours. The two identified structures are both relevant for further work in making artificial cuticle like surfaces with similar optical properties.

The multilayer structures require alternating layers with at least two different optical indices. This can be made with two different materials or with a single material where the content of water or liquid is different in alternating layers. Maximal reflectivity is achieved when both type of layers form a ¼-wavelength stack where the distance between identical layers are ¼ optical thickness, i.e. the physical distance multiplied with the refractive index. Typically the refractive index range between 1.5 and 1.7 and this corresponds to an optimal layer thicknesses for the visible spectrum between 60 nm and 120 nm.

Helioidal Bouligand structures do only require a single material shaped as nano-sized threads that are formed through self-assembly into helicoidal structures similar to cholesteric liquid crystals. The material need to possess a chiral property, i.e. the molecules should be asymmetrical so they don’t align parallel but place themselves on top of each other with a twist. The material should furthermore be birefringent where the refractive index is different in one of the 3 main directions. The structure split the light into a left and right handed circular component, where the one is reflected and the other transmitted. Maximum reflectivity is achieved when the distance between planes with parallel material threads (this is a 1/2 pitch) is equal to ½ wavelength. In chitinous material with a mean refractive index about 1.53 and a half pitch of 165 nm the structure will reflect bluegreen light with a dominant wavelength of 505 nm. In the beetle cuticle the material threads in a liquid self-assemble into the structure after they are created by the underlying epidermal cells. This is followed by a chemical hardening process that fixates the structure into its lasting condition.

A growing number of layers or helicoidal pitches increase the reflectivity. In the reflecting part of the beetle cuticle the number of layers can be less than 10 but in other cases higher than 100. The reflectivity depends on the number of layers and the difference in refractive index. If layer thickness is equal throughout the stack a single colour results. Broadband reflection, e.g. white light, is achieved when a range of different layer thicknesses are present. The metallic appearance is a result of very specular reflection, i.e. parallel incoming light is reflected in parallel. This is the normal case for both types of reflectors. More matte or dull appearances is explained as either a light scattering coating or as irregularities in the levelling resulting in light that is reflected in different directions.
Both structures are iridescent, i.e. the reflected colour change dependent of the viewing angle. However some beetles with structural colours do not have this characteristic. For the silver metallic beetles this can be explained with a reflector that reflects a broader spectrum than the visible. The human eye is therefore not capable of detecting the iridescence. For narrower band reflectors the explanation can be irregularities, e.g. tiny pits in the cuticle.

The specific properties of the structure like colour, reflectivity and sensibility to viewing angle can be designed by adjusting base materials, orientation of nano-fibres, layer thickness/pitch and variation of layer thickness.

Whether the built up process starts from the inside as seen in the beetle cuticle where the outer layers are formed first, does not seem to be the crucial feature of the structure. However, the built up of cholesteric liquid crystals requires that the crystals go through phases from fluid to semi fixed.

Major challenges in the further work include the identification of relevant basic materials that are suitable for coatings. The materials must be transparent, and be available with two different refractive indices. In order to be applied as a coating they must be fluid and be able to become solid once applied. For the helical structures the materials should possess chirality and be birefringent. Another significant challenge is to determine the mechanism of deposition and how to control and tune the layer thickness within the coating. In order to control the degree of iridescence a detailed understanding of micro-structural irregularities is required. This is a complex process involving competences from design methodology, materials science, surface technology and optical physics.
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The present paper presents a cross disciplinary biomimetic review of research results that explain the materials and nanostructure in beetle shells and the mechanisms that generate them. The paper also presents a review of existing applications with structural colours obtained by nano-structured surfaces and describes the goals for further research required in order to achieve industrially manufactured beetle-like surfaces with properties such as sustainability, aesthetics, insulation, durability etc.